The Expert of My Enemy Is My Expert: Conflicts of Interests Amongst Expert Witnesses*

by Maya M. Eckstein and Paul Nyffeler

Every litigator knows that the right expert can be the difference between winning and losing. This makes good experts rare commodities. Over time, top experts develop specialties and work for one party after another in dozens of cases, a perfect recipe for developing conflicts of interest. As a result, it is critical for experts and the attorneys considering hiring them to conduct thorough conflicts checks to identify potential problems, such as an expert’s prior or even current engagement with an opposing party.

But what standards should experts apply when considering conflicts? Surprisingly, while attorneys are governed by strict ethical rules, conflicts-of-interest rules for experts are virtually nonexistent. In fact, the “Guidelines for Conduct for Experts Retained by Lawyers,” recently drafted by the American Bar Association’s Task Force on Expert Code of Ethics, were withdrawn from consideration by the ABA’s House of Delegates.¹ Among other things, the proposed Guidelines included an unremarkable prohibition that precluded an expert from accepting an engagement, absent informed consent, “if the acceptance would create a conflict of interest, i.e. that the expert’s provision of services will be materially limited by the expert’s duties to other clients, the expert’s relationship to third parties, or the expert’s own interests.”² Notably absent, though, from even this proposal is a prohibition on an expert accepting an engagement that could materially harm a current client’s interests.

So what standards apply? Virginia courts apply the same standards to expert testimony that they apply to any other testimony: “where the probable prejudice exceeds the probative value of the evidence, the evidence should be excluded.”³ In assessing whether relevant testimony is admissible, a court is “always balancing the probative value of the evidence against the disadvantages (delay, confusion, prejudice, surprise, etc.) which may attend its admission.”⁴ For example, a party has the right to challenge a witness’s credibility by cross-examining the witness with prior inconsistent statements.⁵

These standards, though, do not provide sub-
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stantial guidance in the expert-conflict-of-interest scenario. This is particularly true in the situation in which an adverse party hires a client’s expert as its own, and even more so when the expert already has been retained by the client in a pending, separate, ongoing litigation. In other words, the expert would be testifying for a client in one case, but against the same client in concurrent litigation.

These situations raise thorny issues of confidentiality. Take, for example, the situation in which Client ABC hires Expert to testify in Case 1, which was filed by Opponent Bad Guy. Expert is then hired by ABC’s opponent (Opponent Shrewd Guy) in Case 2, to testify against ABC. Because the Expert may have been privy to ABC’s confidential information in Case 1, or even trial strategy or other attorney work product, Shrewd Guy potentially has obtained an unfair advantage, as Expert has information he would not have but for his retention by ABC in Case 1. Moreover, any action taken in Case 2 to either remove Expert or effectively cross-examine him by impeaching his credibility will harm ABC’s efforts in Case 1. Legitimate efforts to attack Expert in Case 2 would be ready ammunition for Bad Guy to use against ABC’s expert in Case 1. This predicament effectively eliminates ABC’s right to challenge Expert’s opinions and credibility in Case 2, for fear of harming ABC’s position in Case 1. To make matters worse, this situation undermines ABC’s trust in Expert, making it wonder in every meeting for Case 1 whether Expert is there to assist ABC’s interests in Case 1 or as Opponent Shrewd Guy’s agent in Case 2, obtaining unfettered access to ABC which no one else could obtain. A crafty adversary might even seek out an opponent’s expert to put it in just such an impossible situation.

Two options are available to parties faced with this scenario. First, courts across the country typically apply a traditional three-pronged test to the expert-conflict of interest analysis. Second, if an expert was working for a client in one litigation but against the client in another litigation, rules prohibiting ex parte contacts with opposing experts potentially can be used to sanction opposing counsel.

Three-Pronged Analysis

Courts across the country have applied a three-pronged test to such situations. Under the traditional analysis applied to expert-conflict situations, courts consider, first, whether it was “objectively reasonable for the first party who claims to have retained the expert to conclude that a confidential relationship existed” and, second, whether “any confidential or privileged information [was] disclosed by the first party to the expert.” Courts often also apply a third element: “the public interest in allowing or not allowing an expert to testify.”

In analyzing the first prong—whether it is objectively reasonable for the first party who claims to have retained the expert to conclude that a confidential relationship existed—courts consider “whether the relationship was one of long standing and involved frequent contacts instead of a single interaction . . . whether the expert is to be called as a witness . . . whether alleged confidential communications were from expert to party or vice-versa, and whether the moving party funded or directed the formation of the opinion to be offered at trial.” Additional factors include entering into formal confidentiality agreements, exchange or discussion of work product, whether the expert was asked not to discuss the case with an adverse party, and whether the expert’s opinion was derived from or related to work conducted while working for the previous party. If the expert “met but once with counsel, was not retained, was not supplied with specific data relevant to the case, and was not
requested to perform any services,” the first prong cannot be met.\footnote{10}

Regarding the second prong—whether any confidential or privileged information was disclosed by the moving party to the expert—courts consider whether the expert and moving party discussed the moving party’s “strategies in the litigation, the kind of expert [the moving party] expected to retain, [the moving party’s] views of the strengths and weaknesses of each side, the role of each of the [moving party’s] witnesses to be hired, and anticipated defenses.”\footnote{11} Purely technical information is not considered confidential information.\footnote{12}

Finally, in analyzing the third prong—the public interest—courts consider such issues as (1) whether any prejudice might occur if an expert is or is not disqualified,\footnote{13} (2) the appearance of a conflict of interest,\footnote{14} (3) the availability of a replacement expert and the burden associated with obtaining a new expert,\footnote{15} (4) “ensuring parties have access to expert witnesses who possess specialized knowledge and allowing experts to pursue their professional calling,”\footnote{16} and (5) prohibiting “unscrupulous attorneys and clients [from creating] an inexpensive relationship from potentially harmful experts solely to keep them from the opposing party.”\footnote{17}

Even if the three-pronged test is met, some exceptions have been made for experts concurrently serving for and against a party when the subjects of the case and their testimony are sufficiently unrelated.\footnote{18}

\section*{Ex Parte Communications}

In Virginia courts, the only proper method for obtaining discovery of an expert witness is by interrogatory or deposition.\footnote{19} Courts around the country have interpreted similar rules to implicitly prohibit any \textit{ex parte} communications with an adverse party’s expert witness.\footnote{20} In fact, courts have deemed such \textit{ex parte} contacts an ethical violation under ABA Model Rule of Professional Conduct 3.4(c), which states that “a lawyer shall not knowingly disobey an obligation under the rules of a tribunal.”\footnote{21} Even state bars have opined on the permissibility of \textit{ex parte} contacts with adverse experts.\footnote{22}

Violation of this prohibition has resulted in severe sanctions. For example, a finding of \textit{ex parte} communications can result in exclusion of a party’s expert witness.\footnote{23} The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed a judgment because the appellee’s attorney engaged in an \textit{ex parte} meeting with an adverse expert, the court remanded the case for retrial and sanctions.\footnote{24} In California, a one-hour meeting discussing the hiring of an adverse expert resulted in disqualification of both the expert and the law firm.\footnote{25} Thus, an attorney knowingly takes a risk of disqualification when engaging in \textit{ex parte} communications with an adverse party’s testifying expert witness. No case has dealt with whether a party may speak to their expert serving as an opponent’s expert in another litigation without the opponent’s counsel present, but caution is warranted.

\section*{Conclusion}

The potential for conflicts of interest for experts should be a concern for litigators and experts alike. Experts trade in their credibility and reputations, providing enormous incentive for self regulation. Yet the lack of national ethics standards for experts and reliance on experts to monitor themselves for potential conflicts of interest could expose attorneys and their clients to unforeseen risk. Additional research may be the difference between having a testifying expert and leaving your client without an expert—or even its chosen counsel. \footnote{26}

\*Editor’s note:* The authors prepared this article before the Supreme Court of Virginia decided \textit{Arnold v. Wallace}, ___ Va. ___, 725 S.E.2d 539 (2012). \textit{Arnold} addresses some of the expert-witness conflict-of-interest issues that Ms. Eckstein raises in her article. A summary of the facts and holdings of \textit{Arnold} appears at page 33 of this newsletter.
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